
 

 

 

  

KARDAN UNIVERSITY 

Department of Business Administration 

(Sample Entrance Test for MBA Program) 

 

Kardan University MBA Admissions Test will include three sections meant for testing English 

Language proficiency, numerical fluency and general awareness of the students. The assessment will 

also include an interview by panel members of the university. This document provides an 

introduction to all three sections of the test along with practice questions.  

The test does not require you to spend time on extensive preparation for rule-based mathematics, 

general knowledge or English grammar correction that would not be used in a business context. We 

only require you to familiarize yourself with the format of the test and refresh your verbal and 

quantitative skills by practicing the questions contained within this document.  

Instructions: 

1. Read the instructions given at the beginning of a section or group of questions very carefully. 

2. The total time for the test is 120 Minutes (2 hours).  You may apportion this time among 

section as  per your choice. 

3. Pattern of the test and marking scheme: 

 

          Section     Questions   No. of Questions

  

Marks Per Question 

  English Comprehension       1-30         30           1 

 Quantitative Techniques      31-60         30           1 

   General Awareness      61-100        40           1 

   Total          100          100 

 

4. You are expected to show your competence in both sections. 



5. There will be no negative marking. You can navigate to any question of your choice. 
 

Section A: English Comprehension         

A. Each question below consists of a word printed in capital letters, followed by a choice of words or 

phrase. Choose the word or phrase that is nearest in meaning (Synonym) to the word in capital letters. 

Fill out/ blacken completely the letter of your choice on your answer sheet. You will be given 5 items. 

Example: 

OBSCURE: 

a. Outspoken 

b. Conclusion 

c. Hidden 

d. Kindred 

e. None of the above  

The Correct answer is (c)  

B. Each question below consists of word printed in capital letters, followed by a choice of words or 

phrase. Choose the word or phrase that is most nearly opposite in meaning (antonym) to the word in 

capital letters . Fill out/ blacken completely the letter of your choice on your answer sheet. You will be 

given 5 such items. 

Example:  

a. Honor 

b. Cut away 

c. Feign 

d. None of the above 

The correct answer is (b)  

C. Each question below consists of a pair of words in capital letters, followed by a choice of pairs. 

Choose the pair that has same relationship as capital letters . Fill out/ Blacken completely the letter of your 

choice on your answer on sheet. You will be given 5 such items. 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

 

WORKER: UNEMPLOYED 

a. Crop: Barren 

b. Purchase: Unnecessary  



c. Effluence: Confidence  

d. Exile: country  

e. None of the above  

The correct answer is (a) 

D. This part of the test consists of sentences, all of which contains some mistakes related to Grammar, 

Punctuation, and/or spellings. Each sentence is followed by a choice of alternatives, out of which only 

one is correct. Fill out/Blacken completely the letter of your choice on your answer sheet. You will be 

given 5 such items. 

 

Example: 

 

Having stolen the money, the police searched the thief 

 

a. Having stolen the money, the thief was searched by the police  

b. Having stolen the money, the police search the thief  

c. Having stole the money, the thief was searched by the police  

d. Being that he stole the money , the police searched by the thief  

e. None of the above  

The correct answer is (c)  

E. Each problem in this part consists of a sentence in which one word or phrase has been underlined. 

From the four choices given, you should choose the one word or phrase, which could be substituted for 

the underlined word or phrase without changing the meaning of the sentence. Fill out/ blacken 

completely the letter of your choice on your answer sheet. You will be given 5 such items.  

The frown on the man’s face showed that he was displeased  

a. Look fear 

b. Look of anger 

c. Look of delight  

d. Look of surprise  

e. None of the above  

The correct answer is (b)  

F. In this part you will be given a series of written (sentences, short paragraphs etc.) Each selection is 

followed by questions about the meaning of the material. You are to choose the one best answer to each 

question from the choices given. Fill out/ blacken completely the letter of your choice on your answer 

sheet. You will be given 5 such items  

 

Example:  
 

Read the following simple passage.  



Maraine Moore was born in St.Louis in 1887 and graduated from Bryn Mawr College in 1909. She taught 

stenography for a few years and then worked as a librarian in New York. She was a member of the editorial 

staff of the famous literary magazine the Dial from 1925 to 1929.  Although, a book of her poems titled 

Observations was published in America in 1924, Miss Moore has only recently the full acclaim she 

deserves.  

 

Example: 

 

When did Miss Moore graduate from college? 

 

a. 1887 

b. 1909 

c. 1925 

d. 1924 

E. None of the above  

The correct answer is (b) 

Section II- QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

A. This part of the test consists of a series of numbers. Work out the pattern and identify the next number 

in the series. Fill out/ blacken completely the letter of your choice on your answer sheet you will be 

given 10 such items.  

3,7,11,15,19,23,……….(?) 

Example:  

a. 3 

b. 4 

c. 5 

d. 1 

e. None of the above 

The correct answer is (b)  

A. In this part you have to choose the correct answer. Fill out/ blacken completely the letter of your choice 

on your answer sheet. You will be given 10 such items . 

 

A. What is the value of x+y?  

B. (1) x = 20  

C. 2)   y = 30  

D.  

 

(A) The information in statement 1 alone is enough to answer the question, but the information in statement 

2 alone is not enough to answer the question.  

 



(B) The information in statement 2 alone is enough to answer the question, but the information in statement 

1 alone is not enough to answer the question.  

 

(C) NEITHER the information in statement 1 alone NOR the information in  

statement 2 alone is enough to answer the question, but the information in statements 1 and 2 taken together 

is enough to answer the question.  

 

(D) The information in statement 1 alone is enough to answer the question, and the information in 

statement 2 alone is also enough to answer the question.  

 

(E) The information in statements 1 and 2 taken together is NOT enough to  

answer the question.  

 

The correct answer is (C) 

 
F. Each question is a word followed by a choice of answers. Fill out/ blacken completely the letter of your 

choice on your answer sheet. You will be given 10 such items.  

Example: a watch loses 1 minute 18 seconds in 39 days. How many seconds does it lose per day?  

a. 2 

b. 3 

c. 4 

d. 5 

e. None of the above  

The correct answer is (a)  

 

 

 

Section III General Awareness 

A.  Select the correct alternatives from the given choices. You will be given 10 such items. 

Example 

A.  The United Nations was founded on _________. 

A) March 24, 1945 

b) October 24, 1945 

c) March 24, 1949 



d) October 24, 1950 

 

B. Each statement is followed by four answers.  Select the correct one.  You will be given 10 such items. 

Example 

 Inflation means;  

a)   No room for unfit persons.  

b)   Bursting of anything  

c)   Filling air into a tire of a vehicle  

d)   Abnormal rise in price.  

 

 

C. Match the statements.  You will be given 5 such items and each item carries 4 marks. 

 

Dividends     a. Asset Diversification 

Portfolio Management    b. Applicable to the whole Market 

Systematic Risk     c. Low Cost- & High Volume 

Process Costing     d. Profit Distribution 

 

D.  Jack is taking medications for a recent illness. Every 6 hours he takes an antibiotic, every 4 hours he takes a 

pain reliever, and every 3 hours he drinks a glass of water. If he starts this regime at 10 am, at what time will he 

be taking both medicines and a glass of water?  

a) 12:00 noon  

b) 4:00 P.M.  

c) 6:00 P.M.  

d) 10:00P.M. 

 

 



E.  The distance between Brookville and Center City is 17.25 cm. on the map. If 1 cm is equal to 20 miles, 

how far is it between the two cities?  

 A). 37.25 miles  

 B). 340 miles  

 C). 345 miles  

 D). 350 miles 

 

F.  The headquarter of NATO is located in _________. 

a). New York 

b). Paris 

c). Geneva 

d). Brussels 

 


